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Research Summary 

    The design of equipment and apparatuses throughout the development of technology in 

continuous and sustainable development, in view of what is happening in the scientific arena 

of advanced discoveries require designers to employ them in new creations and innovations, 

appear in the form of adding value to those products, there is no doubt that the frequencies of 

the different waves of the electromagnetic chain have been applied over the past decades in 

many applications and most important systems of telecommunications and remote sensing, 

and appeared radio wave applications in the design of radio apparatuses and various 

communication systems, based on the properties of the visible and invisible waves of the 

electromagnetic wave series, It has been activated in the conclusion of information and 

discoveries on the surface of the earth and its construction and resources, such as raw 

materials and agricultural areas, using the aerial survey or satellites, and this showed the 

characteristics of different frequencies in sensing and detection with images by specific 

indications, or through indications of digital techniques which can be used in conclusion  

what is being research. 
 

     Therefore, the development of industrial design products by adding value with functions 

and smart systems requires activation of electromagnetic waves of sensing and remote 

control, these techniques need to reinforcement the relationship between the designer and the 

characteristics of the different waves in the electromagnetic chain, and in safe frameworks 

that do not harm by human health and achieve new functional purposes aims to upgrade the 

functional systems to the level of control as the human mind in the design of machines and 

engineering equipment's. 

 

Problem of the Research: 

     Lack of relationship between the industrial designer and the activation of electromagnetic 

wave systems in the functions of the products, especially that there are damages arising from 

radiation systems on human health; which is still shown from many products under the 

umbrella of product development and add value that always precedes the basic requirements 

of the human to meet Its essential functional needs. 

 

Important of the Research:  

   The industrial designer acquires knowledge of electromagnetic systems through 

considerations for the development of industrial design products with the necessary functions 

that depend on electromagnetic wave waves, while ensuring that these products are harmful to 

human health.      
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Objective of the Research:  

      Enhancing the relationship between the design of industrial design products and the 

activation of electromagnetic wave waves in the functions of products, taking into account the 

functional considerations necessary to design their functions based on electromagnetic waves, 

with taking into account safety. 

 

Research Framework: 

     The scientific discoveries of the radiation characteristics, especially the electromagnetic 

series in their wavelengths and frequencies, are the ones that set the scientific rules for those 

waves to be shown later in the framework of utilization and application. Therefore, the design 

of radios and the use of radio waves in different radio stations. The equipment has the ability 

to sensor and transfer information to the controller in its operation; to carry out the purposes 

of arduous beyond the capabilities of human in the collection of information; and functional 

capabilities are not in the human body, which caused mutations in the design of devices and 

equipment that meet the needs of Human in different fields. 

    

   As far as the electromagnetic waves are tamed to be used for different purposes, their 

damage has been detrimental to human health. This requires design to put the functional 

components of these waves in reliable frames. Based on what the industrial design products 

have added to their value by developing the directions of activation of radiation systems In its 

functions and control; it may require us to research the mutations in these products to know 

their future in development prospects and to determine what are the essentials in the functions 

of products that actually need to apply radiation systems, where product development always 

precedes the necessary requirements of the hands Basic Gat in the design and functionality of 

products, and we find these functions necessary in products actually applied, such as 

satellites, and vehicles that explore other planets ( Mars ), or vehicles that sink into the deep 

sea to explore the seabed and the ocean ..... 

 

    Because the different frequencies of the electromagnetic series are not visual except for the 

visible part of them, therefore, they need precise and sensitive components in the 

transmissions and reception of frequencies used. This requires the designers of these devices 

to know and standardize these components in the design of the various devices and equipment 

in their various functional conditions; these ingredients are entirely product design. 

 

Results and Recommendations: 

1- The relationship between the designer and the remote sensing systems is a relationship that 

represents the design technology of equipment and equipment in advanced development. It 

requires designers to study, research and employ the characteristics of the electromagnetic 

waves to enhance the relationship between the industrial designers and activate the different 

waves of the electromagnetic series in the development of the functions of equipment and 

equipment. With a multi-functional and multi-functional nature, as well as hard working 

conditions. 
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2- The safety requirements for the disappearance of diseases that can be produced from 

different waves on human health are the use of substances that prevent the propagation of 

these waves in a widespread manner, but only within the path of their functional nature. 

Designers also have the responsibility to employ the different waves in the functions 

necessary for their existence in order to bear the human difficult stages in collecting 

information and making quick decisions in control such as aircraft. 

3- It is the designer's responsibility to employ the different frequencies of the electromagnetic 

chain in the essential functional necessities that require intense mental effort in sensing and 

control 
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